
Each new season brings a fresh supply of high-tech
products for bowhunters, causing us to reevaluate
our position on subjects we never would have

dreamed of a decade ago. Many raise the question as to
whether high-tech is actually harmful to bowhunting.
This is not a new concern, nor is it somehow related only
to the age in which we live. Look back. New products (all
of them were “high-tech” in their time) have come and
gone. 

Some, such as the compound bow, aluminum
arrows, carbon arrows, treestands, release aids, etc. have
withstood the criticisms of those who felt they foretold
the beginning of the end, and are now widely accepted
elements of the current bowhunting scene. Most don’t
see these as high-tech any more. 

Even in light of history’s broadening perspective, it is
hard not to view each new offerings as being a threat to
the sport we love so dearly. It is important that we watch
over the traditions of hunting with unwavering persis-
tence. But, it is equally important that we not become so
anti-tech that we discount products which, when used
ethically, will actually make us more humane as hunters,
or at least make us more comfortable and safer.

As emotionally charged and potentially divisive as
this debate can become, we must recognize that it has
two sides. It is our responsibility as leaders in our respec-
tive hunting communities to keep an open mind. This
article is neither in favor of new high-tech hunting tools
nor does it oppose them; I simply point them out and
show how they can help you serve a portion of your
client base better.

So with that in mind, I now bring you several cate-
gories of high-tech devices and products that can make
life better for bowhuters.

THE PERFECT GIFT FOR A BOWHUNTER
What do we, as bowhunters, spend more time doing

than anything else when we are not in the field?  We
watch the weather, of course. I know guys whose favorite
television wind-down at the end of the day is to watch
the Weather Channel. I bet I check the weather five times
a day when I am working at my computer and that is
during the off-season. As outdoorsmen, the weather has
more impact on the quality of our time afield than any
other factor and our ability to react to its changes often
spells the difference between success and failure. 

For these reasons, I think the absolute best gift for a
bowhunter is a quality weather radio, something he can
carry with him in the truck or up to hunting camp – even
in his backpack. They are also very nice to have around
the home to listen to weather alerts when severe condi-
tions threaten. I had the chance to test a really nice radio
recently. The Midland ER 102 utilizes a hand-crank
Dynamo for power – no batteries. It features the full
NOAA weather band system and an AM/FM radio with
alarm clock. What more do you need?

There are many such models on the market, but
Midland is among the market leaders, a good place to
start. Most portable radios have similar features and

most also retail for well under $100, the perfect price
range for a Christmas gift. If someone comes into you
shop looking for the perfect gift for the bowhunter who
has everything, suggest a weather radio. They are very
useful and every bowhunter loves regular weather and
wind direction updates.
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LED LIGHTS
Flashlights have come a long ways and they now rep-

resent a very interesting and profitable product category.
LED makes this product category interesting again. Sure,
everyone has a flashlight, but do they have one that will

operate for 50 hours on two D cell batteries?  I bet they
don’t. But they can if you have it in stock. LEDs use very
low power yet produce a surprising amount of light. They
last nearly forever and have amazing run-times on stan-
dard issue batteries. 

Most LED flashlights are not as bright as Xenon
bulbs, but they are very close and generally bright
enough for bowhunting applications. They work great
for finding a stand by following a trail of reflectors, gut-
ting a deer, putting your gear together outside the truck,
etc. You don’t need a searchlight for that kind of work.
These ultra portable, long-life flashlights are ideal for
bowhunting.

Another category of specialized lights for hunting,
the good old headlamp, has also gotten a facelift in
recent years. Most feature rechargeable battery packs
and super bright, long-life LEDs. They are ideal for jobs
that require the use of both hands, such as gutting a deer.
They are affordable, easy to sell (look Ma, no hands) and
they make great sense for hunters. 

Additional high tech lights are designed to reveal
blood, such as the model offered by Primos and others. I
have tried them and they do make the color red stand
out. I also like white light lanterns with a reflector shield
for the same purpose. I would have a couple of “blood
trailing” lights on the shelf if I were running an archery
shop.

GPS FOR EVERYONE
It had been a long exhausting afternoon, and now

with darkness fully upon me all I could think about was
getting back to the warmth of the lodge. My guide had
pulled out several minutes ago with the black bear we
had just drug out of the dense timber, draped over his
ATV. The Honda’s taillights had disappeared in the
swirling snow only moments after the howling wind had
swallowed up the sound of his engine. Taking extra time,
I stowed the flashlight and folding saw, changed gloves
and zipped my collar tight against the cold of a fluke June
Newfoundland blizzard. Ahead of me lay a 30-minute
ride through the maze of old, abandoned logging trails
that serve as the primary “road” system.
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Weather radio (right) and a two-way radio (above)
allow a hunter to stay connected to the weather and to
friends and other members of the party. They are great
products for safety reasons.
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“This is NOT good,” I said aloud
as I brought the ATV to a stop,
squinting into the snow for anything
that looked familiar. A wave of panic
hit me as I realized I might not be

able to backtrack through the half-
mile of trails and several ill-fated
turns I had just made to arrive at this
point. I had brought a Global
Positioning System (GPS) unit on the
trip for this exact situation, and had
locked the location of the lodge into
memory as soon as I arrived.
Everything should have been fine,
only the electronic navigator was sit-
ting in my nice warm room, instead
of in my backpack. I had forgotten it.

I got lucky that evening, and
eventually hit upon the right
sequence of turns to put me back on
the right track. But the feeling of
panic I had felt in that blizzard
remained fresh in my mind for sev-
eral days, serving as a humble
reminder that anyone can get lost.
No matter how good you are at navi-
gating by the seat of your pants, the
day will come when you lose your
concentration and find yourself
searching fruitlessly for your bear-

ings. There are few worse feelings
than the utter helplessness of not
knowing which way to turn.

WHY HUNTERS NEED GPS
The fear of getting lost keeps

many outdoorsmen from fully
enjoying their time afield. It is hard
to relax amidst the nagging worry
that you may not be able to find your
way back. When the hunt calls for
aggressive pursuit, the fear of getting
lost is a serious liability. 

While a map and compass can
bale you out of many tight spots,
modern GPS technology does the
job much more quickly, easily and
accurately - especially if you aren’t
sure of your starting point. Good
GPS units are also simple to use and
have become increasingly afford-
able. You can now stock basic units
that sell for as little as $125 and map-
ping units, with their impressively
detailed background maps, that sell
for about twice that. You don’t need a
degree in electrical engineering to
run these things anymore.

As mentioned above, there are
two kinds of GPS units, those that
have background maps and those
that don’t. I have used both and for
sure the mapping models are more
intuitive and a lot more fun. You can

GPS units keep getting smaller and easier to use. They are accurate enough that you
can use them to walk right to your tree stand.

LED headlamps provide a hands free
source of light for tasks related to prepa-
ration and are great for field dressing
animals.

Today’s LED lights are bright and the bat-
teries last many times longer than they do
with standard light bulbs, which waste a
significant portion of the battery power as
unneeded heat. Modern LED lights are a
great addition to any bowhunter’s day-
pack and they’re available from some of
the same vendors you’re already dealing
with, such as Leuopold and Browning.
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use them to actually navigate to a
point you have not logged as a way-
point. That is not possible with a
standard model.

To say the new GPS mapping
technology is user-friendly is a vast
understatement. Starting from
ground-zero, I was up to speed on all
the basic functions in less than 30
minutes. The unique mapping fea-
ture allowed me to gain an intuitive
understanding of the GPS navigation
that was impossible when looking
only at a display full of numbers.

With this technology, a back-
ground map of the whole world is
programmed into the unit’s on-
board memory. In some cases, you
can quickly add regional maps that
have even more detail. No matter
where you find yourself, a map
comes up on the high-resolution dis-
play showing your position in con-
junction with several local land-
marks. You’ll also see any saved
routes or reference points (called
waypoints). I’ve experimented with
several of these units over the years,
and I must say that if you have
stayed away from GPS because you
thought it was too complicated, it
might be time to rethink your posi-
tion.

WHAT TO LOOK FOR 
IN A GPS MAPPING UNIT
Easy operation: Test a few when

talking to the sales rep or when visit-
ing an industry show. If a unit is easy
to use right out of the box, it will be
much easier to sell when you
demonstrate it in your store later.

Security of stored information:
Find out what will happen if the bat-
teries in the unit you are looking at
go dead. Each brand has a different
time limit before memory is lost,
ranging anywhere from 20 minutes
to 10 years. Ten years is better.

Rugged Durability: Is the unit in
question rugged and waterproof?  If
not, your customers will be putting it
at risk every time they go afield. A
good GPS unit should be built to take
years of rough hunting.

Ability to customize: The ability
to add specialized mapping chips for
local regions is a great advantage,
one worth seeking out. Some even

have lake maps that show the con-
tour lines of a lake you are fishing.
They are super helpful. The extra
level of detail offered by such a sys-
tem will allow you to pick a location
on the map, such as a named stream,
a part of a lake, or even a small town,
and watch on the display as you nav-
igate right to it even though you’ve
never been there before. 

TRAIL CAMERAS
Most bowhunters have realized

that trail cameras are the best way to
learn about the bucks they hunt.
Some deer hunters have turned the
use of trail cameras into both a sci-
ence and an art. As a result, they are
patterning bucks faster and shooting
some real whoppers to prove that
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Circle 121 on Response Card

Trail cameras have become almost standard issue among serious deer hunters. There
have been many advancements in the technology. Now some cameras will actually
upload photos to a website where you can view them remotely.
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their new system really works. 
“The night shots I get from cam-

eras located at the scrapes during the
early season are the key to being in the
right place at the right time when
those same bucks start moving more
during the day,” said noted deer
hunter and trail camera expert, Mark
Drury. Obviously, cameras that take
great night shots are an important
part of the strategy. You should look
for these additional qualities when
selecting the cameras you will carry.

Flash versus infra-red: There is
plenty of debate about whether a
white flash will scare deer when tak-
ing night pictures. A friend of mine
decided to find out so he set a video
camera up to monitor one of his
flash cameras. A number of the deer
that received the flash treatment
turned and bolted away. Some even-
tually drifted back, but their initial
reaction was one of startled alarm.
Without question, deer notice the
flash and take evasive action, at least
initially. Whether they then stay
away from the camera site in the

future is still debatable, but as far as
I’m concerned, I would rather be
safe than sorry, so I have decided to
use IR cameras as much as possible.

Trigger speed: The other big
trade off in the world of trail cameras

is the trigger speed. Well, there is
actually no real tradeoff here, just a
need for a fast trigger. You can get
away with a camera that triggers
slowly if you hang it over a bait sta-
tion, but if you are trying to get pho-
tos of deer as they walk down a trail,
you will need a fast trigger. 

Remote cameras: I have a friend
that lives in northern Wisconsin but
has land in southern Iowa. He has
installed a Smart Scouter camera over
a mineral lick on the Iowa property
that uploads photos through the cell
phone system to a website where he
can access them each day. It is a very
good way for Dave to stay connected
to his investment and to enjoy the
farm even when he can’t be there.
Such systems are becoming increas-
ingly more popular as their price
drops. They are certainly worth inves-
tigating, especially if you sell in an
area where a good percentage of your
customer base are absentee landown-
ers.

Emerging brands: There are
many good cameras on the market,
but I have been hearing many good
things about the Reconyx brand. I
don’t own one, but enough of my
friends do – people who have tried
them all - that I will certainly look at
them very closely when making my
next purchase. It might make sense
for you to do the same.
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Specialized blood trailing lights are very useful when the time comes to track a bow-
shot animal. There are a few specialty lights on the market that show the color red very
well, but even a white gas lantern with a reflector shield will do a great job.
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RESCUE TRANSPONDERS
When the air taxi lifted off leav-

ing noted outdoor writer Bob Robb
standing alone in the wilds of Alaska,
he knew only that the sheep hunt
before him would be demanding. He
had no idea just how demanding. 

“After three uneventful days of
scouting,” Bob said, “it was finally
opening day – perfect and sunny,
everything was great. I was walking
on a caribou trail through a shale
slide when the trail dipped to the
downhill side of a boulder the size of
a Volkswagen. I tested it first to make
sure it was solid and was almost past
when it broke loose and started tum-
bling down the slope. Unfortunately,
it hooked my backpack and before I
knew it, I was dragged over a cliff
where I was on more or less of a free
fall. I tried to keep my feet under me
as much as possible as I bounced
against the sheer face before coming
down hard on a shelf 150 feet below.”

“My leg was broken; my booted
foot was flopping loosely from an
ankle that I later learned was broken
in six places. My hand was mangled
so badly that I actually considered
cutting my little finger off to reduce
the chance of infection, but the pack
on my back (which cushioned my
head and back), and the fact that I
fell feet first, saved my life. I was alive
but now I was in serious trouble.” 

“Though I hoped this day would
never come, I had planned for it as
anyone who routinely hunts the
wilderness must. I had taken wilder-
ness survival and emergency medi-
cine classes and I carried 20 pounds
of survival gear in my pack.”

“One of the items I always carry
when hunting in Alaska is a radio
capable of monitoring and transmit-
ting on the 121.5 MHz frequency
band reserved for emergencies. I was
out of range of anything but passing
planes. Generally, they don’t monitor
that band unless they themselves are
in an emergency, but I got lucky.
Hours later, high overhead, way up
in the stratosphere out of sight, I
heard a jet going over. I tried to reach
him and lo and behold he heard me.
It was a FedEx cargo plane that had
just taken off from Anchorage. I told

him where I was and he
radioed Anchorage. Late
that night a helicopter
came and took me to safe-
ty.”

The emergency radio
had saved Bob’s life. In
most places, a cell phone
is all a person needs to call
for help, but if they are in a
true wilderness setting,
the radio is a lifesaver. If
your store is near a wilder-
ness area, be sure to stock
a supply of basic survival
gear including these long-
range beacons. 

TWO WAY RADIOS
While not particularly

new, two-way radios con-
tinue to improve as they gain fea-
tures and become smaller. They are
very useful tools for sportsmen to
keep tabs on other, possibly less
experienced, members of their
group. For example, many fathers
carry two-way radios to check on
their children hunting nearby. It is
also a great way to coordinate lunch
plans and to hail your buddies in the
case of a successful hunt. If you
aren’t currently carrying two-way
radios, consider their merits. 

Motorola and Midland are the
big names with small units selling
from $50 to $100 retail and possess-
ing ranges from 12 to 25 miles. That’s
impressive power at a great price.

High tech devices make it easier,
safer and more comfortable to be
successful in the field, but that does-
n’t mean they degrade the quality of
the experience or give us an unfair
advantage in our quest. They don’t
eliminate the basic joy of hunting
with a stick and string, so in my book
they are welcome additions and
should produce some good sales
now and into the future.

• WEATHERLOCK STRING 
TREATMENT ALSO LUBRICATES 
STRING FIBERS BETTER THAN 
CONVENTIONAL STRING WAX

• NO SCENT
• NO MORE ACCURACY WORRIES 
DURING INCLEMENT WEATHER

• TRUSTED BY THE MOST 
AGGRESSIVE BOWHUNTERS ON 

EARTH
• NO LOSS OF PERFORMANCE
• KEEPS MOISTURE OUT AND 

ACCURACY IN!

WINNERSCHOICESTRINGS.COM

“NOW WITH”
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Two-way radios are inexpen-
sive and powerful today, and
can allow customers to keep
tabs on younger hunters with-
out needing to hunt within
sight of each other.
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